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Introduction
Shimura’s CM-period ( ) , ( ) $L$ . $s=0$
. the Chowla-Selberg formula Y shida’s
conjecture[14] $f$ .
The Chowla-Selberg formula.
(0. 1) $\pi p_{K}(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}, \mathrm{i}\mathrm{d})^{2}\sim\prod_{a=1}^{d-1}\Gamma(.\frac{a}{d})^{\omega_{K}\chi(a)/2h_{K}}=d\exp(\frac{L’(0,\chi)}{L(0,\chi)})$ .
$K$ $d$ 2 , $px$ Shimura’s CM-period symbol, $\omega_{K},$ $h_{K}$
$K$ $K$ 1 , $\chi$ $K/\mathrm{Q}$ Dirichlet
.. $a,$ $b\in \mathrm{C},b\neq 0$ $a\sim b$. $a/b\in\overline{\mathrm{Q}}$ .
Yoshida’s conjecture. $F$ , $K$ $F$ abelian CM-field . $G=$
Gal(K/F) , $\tau\in G$
(0.2) $\sigma\in J_{K}p_{K}(\sigma, \tau\sigma)\sim\pi^{-[K:\mathrm{Q}]\mu(\tau)/2}\exp(\sum_{x\epsilon\delta_{-}}\chi(\tau)\frac{L’(0,\chi)}{L(0,\chi)})$ .
$\mathrm{d}$
$\tau$
$\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}$, complex conjugation, , $\mu(\tau)=1,$ $-1,0$ .
Yoshida’s conjecture . Shintani’s formula
(\S 1) , ( ) CM-








, partial zeta $s=0$
Shintani’s formula 1 [13]. $r$ . $a_{i}$ , x\in R+& $r$
Riein $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{n}$ zeta
(1.1) $\zeta_{r}(s, (a_{1}, \ldots, a_{r}),x)=\sum_{m_{1}=0}^{\infty}\sum_{m_{l}=0m_{r}}^{\infty}\cdots.\sum_{=0}^{\infty}\{x+\overline{.\sum_{1=1}^{r}}$
.
$a_{i}m:.\}^{-s}$
. ${\rm Re}(s)>r$ $s$ .
$\log(\rho_{r}((a_{1}, \ldots, a_{r})))=-\lim_{xarrow 0}\{[\frac{d}{ds}\zeta_{r}(s, (a_{1}, \ldots, a_{r}), x)]_{s=0}+\log x\}$ ,
(1.2) . $[ \frac{d}{ds}\zeta_{r}(s, (a_{1}, \ldots, a_{r}), x)]_{s=0}=\log(\frac{\Gamma,(x,(a_{1},\ldots,a_{f}))}{\rho_{r}((a_{1},\ldots,a_{r}))})$
.$.\Gamma r$ $(x, (a_{1}.’. . :, a_{r}.))$ Barnes [1] $r$
.
(1.3) $\log(.\frac{\Gamma_{1}(x,(1))}{\rho_{1}((1))})=-\log(\sqrt{2\pi})+\log(\Gamma(x))$ .
zeta . $A=(a:_{\dot{\theta}})$ $n\mathrm{x}r$ $\mathrm{F}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{J}$ $(a_{j,:}>0)$ , $x=(x_{1}, \ldots, x_{r})$ ,
$x:\geq 0,$ $x\neq 0,$ $\xi=(\xi_{1}, \ldots, \xi_{r}),$ $\xi_{1}\in \mathrm{C},$ $|\xi:|\leq 1$ .
(1.4) $\zeta_{r}(s, A, x,\xi)=\sum_{m_{1}=0}^{\infty}\sum_{m_{2}=0}^{\infty}\cdots\sum_{m_{f}=0}^{\infty}\xi^{m}\prod_{j=1}^{r\iota}\{.\sum_{1=1}^{f}$ aj,:(\pi $+x:$ ) $\}^{-s}$
. $\xi^{m}=$ lr.$=1\xi_{i}^{m}.\cdot$ . ${\rm Re}(s)>r/n$ $s$
. $\zeta_{r}(s, A, x)=\zeta_{r}(s, A, x, (1, \ldots, 1))$ .
(1.5) $[ \frac{d}{ds}\zeta_{r}(s, A,x)]_{s=0}=\sum_{j=1}^{n}\log(\frac{\Gamma_{r}(x^{l}A_{j},A_{\dot{f}})}{\rho_{r}(A_{j})})+\frac{(-1)^{r}}{n}\sum_{l}C_{l}(A).\prod_{1=1}^{r}\frac{B_{l}.(x_{})}{l_{\dot{*}}!}$
.
. $l$ $l=(l_{1}, \ldots, l_{r}),$ $l_{1}+\cdots+l_{r}=r,$ $l_{1}$. $\geq 0$
, $B_{l}(x)$ Bernoulli , $A_{j}=(aj,1, \ldots, aj,r),$ $C \iota(A)=\sum_{1\leq j},{}_{k\leq n\dot{o}\neq k}C\iota i,k(A)$







partial zeta . $F$ $n$ , $J_{F}=\{\sigma:|$
$i=1,2,$ $\ldots,$ $n\},$ $F$ $\infty_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $\infty_{\mathrm{n}}$ . $F$ idea , $\mathit{0}_{\mathrm{f}}$
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$\mathrm{f}\infty_{1}\cdots\infty_{n}$ $F$ ideal . $O_{F}$ $F$ , $E_{F}^{+}$ ,
$E_{\mathrm{f}}^{+}=\{u\in E_{F}^{+}, u\equiv 1(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}|\mathrm{f})\}$ . $\mathrm{c}\in C_{\mathrm{f}}$ partial zeta
$\zeta_{\mathrm{f}}(s, \mathrm{c})=\sum_{\mathfrak{g}}N\mathrm{g}^{-s}$
. $g$ $\mathrm{c}$ - $\delta$ $\overline{\dot{\mathrm{d}}}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{f}$ \mbox{\boldmath $\tau$}.
partial zeta zeta , cone
. $x\in F$ $x^{(:)}.=\sigma:(x)$ . $x$ }$arrow(x^{(1)}, x^{(2)}, \ldots, x^{(n)})$
$F$ $\mathrm{R}^{n}$ . $\mathrm{R}^{n}$ $r$
$j\triangleright v_{\dot{l}}(i=1,2, .|.., r)$ -c. $C(v_{1}, v_{2}, \ldots,.v_{r})=\{t_{1}v_{1}+t_{2}v_{2}+\cdots+t_{f}v_{r}|t_{\dot{l}}\in \mathrm{R}^{+}\}$
, $v_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $v_{r}$ basis $r$ open simplicial cone .
.
$\iota_{\sim}^{\sim}\text{ }.\acute{\text{ }}fx\mathrm{b}\epsilon\epsilon^{\mathrm{D}}jl^{}\sim \text{ }\dot{\mathrm{A}}^{\mathrm{a}}’ \text{ }v_{j,1},$$\ldot ,v_{j_{1}r(j)}.\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}^{\backslash }-,\mathrm{A}\mathit{4} mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}1\mathrm{Z}\dot{\text{ } ,\cdot\theta^{\mathrm{a}\text{ }}\mathrm{L}\ thrm{e}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}1\text{ }|:\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{A}\cdot J\text{ }\sigma\xi\beta \mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\text{ }\overline{\pi}v_{j,\dot{\iota}}\in O_{F}(j\in J, i=1,2, \ldots, r(j))$
$\mathrm{R}^{+n}=\mathrm{u}\mathrm{u}_{\mathrm{f}}uC(v_{j,1}, v_{j,2}, \ldots, v_{j,r(j)})j\in J_{u\in E^{+}}^{\cdot}$
.
Lemma 2. , ideal $a$ $a^{-1}\in c$ .
vj,j.\in af. . $v_{j}=(v_{j,1}, v_{j,2}, \ldots, v_{j,r(l)})$ , .
$R(a^{-1},j)=R(a^{-1}, C(vj))$
$= \{x=(x_{1},x_{2}, \ldots, x_{tU)})\in \mathrm{Q}^{\mathrm{r}(j)}.|0<x_{i}\leq 1, \sum_{\dot{\iota}=1}^{r(j)}x_{1}.vj,:\in.a, \equiv 1\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} \mathrm{f}\}$ ,
, $R(a^{-1}, j)$ , .
$\zeta_{\mathrm{f}}(s, \mathrm{c})=Na^{\epsilon}\sum_{j\in J}a\sum_{e\in R(\mathrm{u}^{-1}1j)}\zeta(s, A_{v_{j}}, x)$
.
$\bigwedge_{\mathrm{j}}$ t $(i, l)$ $v_{j,\overline{l}}^{\sigma}$ $n\mathrm{x}r(j)$ .
, Lemma (1.5) .
Shintani’s formula. . .
$[ \frac{d’}{ds}\zeta_{\mathrm{f}}(s, \mathrm{c})]_{\epsilon=0}=\log(Na)\zeta_{\mathrm{f}}(0, e)$
$+ \sum\sum$ $\sum\cdot\log(\frac{\Gamma_{\mathrm{r}U)}(x\mathrm{b}_{j}^{\sigma},v_{j}^{\sigma})}{\rho r(j)(v_{j}^{\sigma})})$
$\sigma\in J_{\mathrm{F}}j\in J$ x\epsilon R( 1\mbox{\boldmath $\theta$}.)
$+ \overline{\sum_{j\in Joe\in}}\sum_{R(a^{-1}\dot{\theta})}\frac{(-1)^{r(j)}}{n}\sum_{l}C_{l}(A_{v_{j}}.\cdot).\prod_{1=1}^{r(j)}\frac{B_{l_{t}}(x_{\dot{l}})}{l_{\dot{\iota}}!}$ .
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2 $\mathrm{p}$-adic multiple gamma functions
, [1] , $p$ zeta [3] $s=0$
.$p$ . $p$ , $F$ ideal
$.\mathfrak{P}$ . $F$ $\mathfrak{P}$ , $F_{\mathfrak{P}}$
.. $\rceil||_{\mathrm{p}}$ $|p|_{p}\cdot=1/.p$ $p$ , ,. r- ,
. $f(X)=f(X_{1},’\ldots, X_{r})$ : $\mathrm{Z}_{p}^{r}arrow F\mathfrak{P}$ $\text{ ^{}\vee}C$
(2.1) $J_{X}(f(X).)= \lim_{\iota_{1}arrow\infty}\lim_{\iota_{2}arrow\infty}\cdots\lim_{\mathrm{t}_{f}arrow\infty}.\frac{1}{p^{l_{1}+l_{2}+\cdots+l_{t}}}\sum_{n_{1}=0}^{p^{\mathrm{t}_{1-1}}}\sum_{n_{2}=0}^{p^{l_{2-1}}}\cdots\sum_{n_{r}=0}^{p^{l_{f}}-1}.\cdot f(n)$.
(2.2) x\in F ; $J_{X}((X+x)^{m})=B_{m}(x)$ .
(2.3) $J_{X}( (\begin{array}{l}.Xm\end{array}).)=\frac{(-1)^{m}}{m+1}$ .
$J_{X_{1},\ldots,X_{r}}(f(X_{1}, \ldots,X_{\epsilon})g(X_{\epsilon+1}, \ldots,X_{r}))$
(2.4)
$=Jx_{1},\ldots X\cdot(f(X_{1}, \ldots, X_{s}))Jx_{+1,}.\ldots,x_{r}(g(X_{s+1,.,:}.,X_{r}))$ .
$a_{1}.,$ $a\in O_{F_{\phi}},$ $a_{i}\neq 0(i=1,2, \ldots, r),$ $s\in \mathrm{Z}_{p}$ $p$ zeta
.
(2.5)
$\zeta_{p,r}(s,\cdot(a_{1}, a_{2}, \ldots, a_{f}),a)=\frac{(-1)^{t}J\mathrm{x}(\theta_{p}^{(0)}(f(X))f(X)^{r}(\theta_{p}^{(-1)}(f(X))f(X))^{-\epsilon})}{(r-s)(r-1-s)\cdots(1-s)a_{1}a_{2}\cdots a_{f}}.$ .
\Xi p- $f(X)= \sum_{1=1}^{\gamma}.a:X:+a,$ $\theta_{p}$ Teichm\"uller character, $\theta_{p}$ : $\mathrm{O}_{\overline{\mathrm{Q}_{\mathrm{p}}}}arrow\overline{\mathrm{Q}}$
. $|x|_{p}<1$ $\theta_{p}(x)=0,$ $|x|_{p}=1$ $\mathrm{Q}_{p}$
$K$ $K\ni x$ , $f$ $O_{K}$ $\mathrm{Z}/p\mathrm{Z}$ .
$\theta_{p}(x)=\lim_{larrow\infty}x^{p^{fl}}$ . , $|x|_{p}<1$ $\theta_{p}^{(n)}(x)=0,$ $|x|_{p}=1$
$=(\theta_{p}(x))^{n}$ . $y\in 1+\overline{\mathfrak{P}}$ $y^{\mathit{8}}$ $\sum_{k=0}^{\infty}(_{k}^{\ell})(y-1)^{k}$ . $p$
zeta .
Lemma 3, $a:,$ $a\in O_{F_{\mathfrak{P}}},$ $a_{i}\neq 0(i=1,2, \ldots, r)$ , s\in Zp& $p$ zeta
, $s=0$ . $a_{1}.$ , $a\in F$ , , $a>0,$ $|a_{l}|_{p},$ $|a-1|_{p}<1(i=$.
1, 2, $\ldots,$ $r$), $k=0,1,2,$ $\ldots$
$\zeta_{p,r}(-k, (a_{1}, a_{2}, \ldots, a_{r}), a)=\zeta_{r}(-k, (a_{1}, a_{2}, \ldots, a_{r}), a)$ .
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$p$ $r$ . $a_{i},$ $a\in O_{F_{\eta\}}},$ $a_{i}\neq 0^{\cdot}(i=1,2, \ldots, r)$
(2.6) $L \Gamma_{p,r}(a, (a_{1}, a_{2}, \ldots, a_{r}))=\frac{d\zeta_{p,r}(s,(a_{1},a_{2},\ldots,a_{r}),a)}{ds}.|_{s=0}$
. $p$ $r$ .
Lemma 4. $L\Gamma_{p,r}((a_{1}, \ldots, a_{r}), a)$ $a_{i},$ $a\in O_{F\varphi}.’ a_{i}\neq 0(i=1,2, \ldots, r)$
, $a$. $\in \mathrm{Z}_{p}$
$L\Gamma_{p,1}(a,$(1) $)=\log_{p}(\Gamma_{p}(a))$ .
$\log_{p}$ : $\mathrm{C}_{p}^{\mathrm{x}}arrow \mathrm{C}_{p}\#\mathrm{h}$ Iwasawa $p$ $\log$ , $\Gamma_{p}$ Morita $p$
$\Gamma_{p}(n)=(-1)^{n}$ in$=1\mathrm{p}\{\dot{*}-1i(n=1,2, \ldots)7^{(}$ $\mathrm{Z}_{p}$
. .
3p-adic zeta $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}_{\acute{1}}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}$ over totally real fields
$p$ partial zeta Cassou-Nogu\‘es[5] . $\zeta_{r}(s, A, x)$
zeta ( ) $p$ . .
$p$ . 51 .$\cdot$ $\mathrm{c}\in C_{\mathrm{f}}$ ideal $a,.\mathrm{b}$
. $a^{-1}\in \mathrm{c}$ . open simplicial cones Lemma 1,2
. $\mathrm{f}$ , $\mathrm{b}\neq(1)$ $C_{\mathrm{f}}$ $\mathrm{b}=1$ ,
.
(i) $(\mathrm{b}, \mathfrak{D})=1$ ,
(ii) $(\mathrm{b}, (v_{\dot{l}\dot{\beta}}))=1$ for all $j\in J,$ $i=1,2\ldots,$ $r(j)$ ,
(iii) $O_{F}/\mathrm{b}\simeq \mathrm{Z}/b\mathrm{Z}$ .
$\mathfrak{D}$ $F$ , $b$ $\mathrm{b}\cap\cdot \mathrm{Z}$ .
(3.1) $\zeta_{\mathrm{f}}(s, a^{-1}, \mathrm{b})=(N\mathrm{b}^{1-\epsilon}-1)\zeta_{\mathrm{f}}(s, \mathrm{c})$
. $\mathrm{e}(x)=$. $\exp(2\pi ix)$ .. Lemma Theorem .
Lemma 5. $\nu\in \mathfrak{D}^{-1}\mathrm{b}^{-1}$ . $Tr(\nu)=.c/b,$ $0\neq c\in.\mathrm{Z},$ $(b.’ c)=$
$1$ ,
$i,j$ $\mathrm{e}(Tr(v:,j\nu))$ 1 $b$ ,
$\sum_{\mu=0}^{b-1}\mathrm{e}(Tr(\alpha\mu\nu))=\{$
0 $\alpha\in O_{F},$ $\not\in \mathfrak{y}$ ,
$N\mathrm{b}=b$ $\alpha\in 6\emptyset$ .
Theorem 6. $\xi_{j,:}=\mathrm{e}(Tr(v_{j,:}\nu)),$ $\xi_{x}=\mathrm{e}(Tr(\nu\sum_{1=1}^{r(j)}.X:^{v}j,|.))\text{ }\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ $\langle$ fl,
$\zeta_{\mathrm{f}}(s, a^{-1}, \mathrm{b})=Na^{\epsilon}\sum_{\mu=1}^{b-1}\sum_{j\in Jx\in}\sum_{R(a^{-1_{\dot{\theta})}}}\xi_{l}^{\mu}\zeta_{r(j)}(s, A_{v_{f}}, x, (\xi_{j,1}^{\mu}, .\ldots,\xi_{j,r0)}^{\mu}.))$ .
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$\circ(s, A\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} x, \xi)$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}$ ( ) $P$ .
. $P$ $r$ . $r$ .
$R(P)(T)= \sum_{k}\frac{\lambda_{k}(P)}{(1-T)^{k}}$ .
$k=,$ $(k_{1}, \ldots, k_{r})$ $k_{i}=0,1,$ $\ldots(i=1,2, \ldots, r),$ $k\neq 0$ $k$ ,




$(-1)^{b-1}(_{b-1}^{a-1})$ $a,$ $b\geq 1$ ,
1 $a=0$ ,
0 $a\geq 1,$ $b=0$ ,
. .
Lemma 7. $A=$. $(a_{\{i})$ $n\mathrm{x}r$ $(aj,|$. $>0),$ $x=(x_{1}, \ldots, x_{r}),$ $x_{1}$. $\geq 0,$ $x\neq 0$ ,
$i$ $\xi_{1}$. $\neq 1$ 1 . $k=0,1,$ $\ldots$
$\zeta_{r}(-k, A|, x,\xi)=R(\prod_{j=1}^{n}\{.\sum_{1=1}^{f}aj,:(X_{\dot{l}}+x:)\}^{k})(\xi)$ .
( ) $p$ zeta . $p$ odd prime ($p=2$
\check lt ). $\cdot$aj,:, $X:\in O\mathrm{p}$ $|a_{j,1}..|_{p},$ $|$ jn$=1 \{\sum_{1-}^{\mathrm{r}}.-1aj,:x:\}-1|_{p}$
$<1$ , $\xi_{i}\neq 1$ p 1 $(j=1, \ldots, n, i=1, \ldots,r)$
(3.2) $\zeta_{p,r}(s, A,x,\xi)=R(\prod_{j_{-}^{-}1}^{n}\{.\sum_{1=1}^{r}a_{j,:}(X_{i}+x:)\}^{-s})(\xi)$
. $p$ . $p$ $r$ zeta
.
Lemma 8. $\zeta_{\mathrm{p},r}(s, A, x, \xi)$ . $aj_{||}.,$ $x:\in F$ , $a\text{ }:>0,$ $x_{i}\geq 0$
$k=0,1,2,$ $\ldots$




$p$ zeta $p$ partial zeta . (p) prime ideal
$\mathrm{f}$ .
(3.3) $\zeta_{p,\mathrm{f}}(s, a^{-1},\cdot \mathrm{b})=(\theta_{p}^{(-1)}(Na)(Na))^{s}\sum_{\mu=1}^{c-1}\sum_{j\in Jx\in-},\sum_{R(-\alpha^{-1},j)}..\xi_{x}^{\mu}\zeta_{p,r}(s, A_{v_{j}}, x, \xi_{j}^{\mu})$,
(3.4) $\zeta_{p,\mathrm{f}}(s, \mathrm{c})=\frac{\zeta_{p,\int}(s,a^{-1},\mathrm{b})}{(\theta_{p}^{(-1)}(N\mathrm{b})N\mathrm{b})^{1-\epsilon}-1}$
. .
Theorem 9. $\ni \mathrm{p}$ $k=0,1,2,$ $\ldots k\equiv 0(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} p^{f}-1)$
$\zeta_{p,\mathrm{f}}(-k, \mathrm{c})=\zeta_{\mathrm{f}},(-k, \mathrm{c})$ .
$f$ $O_{F}^{\cdot}/\mathfrak{P}$ $\mathrm{Z}/p\mathrm{Z}$ . $\chi_{1}$ $C_{\mathrm{f}}$ odd character, $\Theta_{p}$
$_{p}(\mathrm{c})=\theta_{\mathrm{p}}(N(\mathrm{c}))$ chamcter . $p$ $L$
$L_{p,\int}(1-m, \chi)=L_{\mathrm{f}}(1-m,\chi\Theta_{p}^{-m}),$ $(1\leq m\in \mathrm{Z})$
, .
$L_{p,\mathrm{f}}(s, \chi)=\sum_{\epsilon\in C_{1}}\chi\Theta_{p}^{-1}(c)\zeta_{p,\mathrm{f}}(s, \mathrm{c})$
.
4the derivatives at $\mathrm{s}=\mathrm{O}$ of $\mathrm{p}$-adic zeta $\mathrm{f}\dot{\mathrm{u}}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}$
$p$ partial zeta . Cassou-Nogu\‘es [4]
, (3.2) $p$ zeta ,
. .
$\mathrm{L}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{m}\acute{\mathrm{a}}10$ . $a_{j,:},$ $x:\in O_{\mathfrak{P}}$ $|a_{\mathrm{j},:}|_{p},$ $| \sum_{1=1}^{r}.a_{j_{-}:}x_{i}-1|_{p}<1$ , $\xi_{\dot{l}}\neq 1$ $p$
1 $(j=1, \ldots, n, i=1, \ldots, r)$





Lemma cone , .
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Theorem 11. $f,$ $\mathrm{c},$ $a,$ $\mathrm{b},$ $v_{j,i_{\rangle}}b$ , $\alpha C\mathrm{Q}_{F}$ $\mathrm{b}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}(\alpha)$
open simplicial cones $\{C(vj’)|j’C\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\}$ .
(a) $vj’,i\in\cdot a\mathrm{f}$ .
$b$) {-C.. $(.v_{j’})|j’$. $\in J’$ } $\{C(vj)|j\in J\}$ ..
(c) $u_{j’}$ \in Ef+. , $\{C(u_{j’}v_{j’})|j’\in J’\}$ $\{C((b/\alpha)v_{j})|j\in J\}$ .
$\circ$
$[ \frac{d}{ds}\zeta_{\mathrm{f}}(s, e)]_{s=0}=\log(Na)\zeta_{\mathrm{f}}(0, c)+\sum_{\sigma\in J_{F}}\sum_{j\in Joe\mathrm{e}}.\sum_{R(\alpha^{-1}\dot{o})}\log(.\frac{\Gamma_{r0)}(x^{t}v_{j}^{\sigma},v_{j}^{\sigma})}{\rho_{r(j)}(v_{j}^{\sigma})})$
$+T_{0}(a^{-1}, \{v_{j}\}_{j\in J})$ .
$T_{0}(a^{-1}, \{v_{j}\}_{j\in J})=\sum_{j\in\dot{J}}$ $\sum_{\in R(u^{-l}1j)}$
$\frac{(-1)f(j)}{n}$
$\sum_{l}C_{l}((\begin{array}{l}v_{j^{1}}^{\sigma}iv_{j^{n}}^{\sigma}\end{array})).\prod_{1=1}^{f(j)}.\frac{B_{l_{t}}(x_{1})}{l_{1}!}.\cdot$ .
(p) p me ideal $\mathrm{f}$ .
$[ \frac{d}{ds}\zeta_{p,\int}(s, \mathrm{c})]_{\epsilon=0}=\log_{p}(Na)\zeta_{p,\mathrm{f}}(0, \mathrm{c})+\sum_{\sigma\in J_{F}}\sum_{j\in Joe\in}\sum_{jR(a^{-1}1)}L\Gamma_{\mathrm{P}^{f(\mathrm{j})(x\mathrm{b}_{j}^{\sigma},v_{j}^{\sigma})}}$,
$+T_{p}(a^{-1}, \{v_{j}\}_{j\in J})$ ,
$T_{p}(a^{-1}, \{v_{j}\}_{j\in J})=\frac{-b}{b-1}.\sum_{\sigma\in J_{F}j’\in}.’\sum_{J,u_{\mathrm{j}’}\neq 1x’\in}\sum_{R(a^{-1}\dot{\beta}’)}\log_{\mathrm{p}}(u_{j}^{\sigma},)\zeta_{r\mathrm{U}’)}.(0,v_{j}^{\sigma},,x’\mathrm{t}_{)_{j}}^{\sigma},)$ .
$T_{0}(a^{-1}, \{v_{j}\}_{j\in J})=\frac{-b}{b-1}\sum_{\sigma\in Jpj’\in},\sum_{J,u_{j’}\neq 1_{\mathfrak{B}’\in}}\sum_{R(a^{-1},j’)}\log(u_{j}^{\sigma},)\zeta_{f(j’)}(0, v_{j}^{\sigma},,x’1_{j}^{\sigma})’$
,
.





Theorem FerrerO-Greenberg $’\#_{\tau}$ [7, Proposition 1] ./ #
. $F=\mathrm{Q},$ $d\geq 1$ .
$C_{(d)}=(\mathrm{Z}/d\mathrm{Z})^{\mathrm{x}}$
$\overline{(_{a/b1\vdasharrow ab’\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} d\mathrm{Z}}\backslash ..}$
$\overline{(a)}+\dashv a\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} d\mathrm{Z}$ .
$a,$ $b=1,2,$ $.$ . : $(a, d)=(b, d)=1$ $b’=1,2,$ $.:$ . $bb’,\equiv 1\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} d$
. conductor $d$ primitive Dirichlet $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\dot{\mathrm{r}}\chi$ $C(d)$ character
. $d$ $p$ , $\mathrm{f}=(pd)$ $\langle$ . $\{(a)|1\leq a\leq pd-1, (a,pd)=1\}$
$C_{(pd)}$ . $C(v^{(a)}),$ $\cdot(v^{(a)}:=apd)$ open simplicial cone
$\mathrm{b}=(b),$ $(b\geq 1)$ $1.\leq a\leq pd$ $a$ $(b, a)=1$ , $b\equiv 1\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} pd$
. Theorem 11
$[ \frac{d}{ds}\zeta p,(\mathrm{p}d)(s, (a’))]_{s=0}=\log_{p}(a)\zeta_{p,1}(0, apd, aa’)+L\Gamma_{p,1}(aa’, (apd))$
$=L\Gamma_{p,1}(a’, (pd))$ ,
$a’$ $1\leq a’\leq pd,$ $aa’\equiv 1\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} pd$ . $\chi$ conductor $d$
primitive Dirichlet character .
$[ \frac{d}{ds}L_{p,(pd)}(s, \chi\theta_{p})]_{s=0}=\sum_{1\leq a\leq pd-1,(a,pd)=1}\chi((a’))L\Gamma_{p,1}(a’, (pd))$
$= \sum_{1\leq a\leq d-1_{1}(a,d)=1}\chi(a)L\Gamma_{p,1}(a, (d))$
$= \sum_{1\leq a\leq d-1,(a,d)=1}\chi(a)L\Gamma_{p,1}(a/d,$
(1) $)-\log_{p}(d)L_{p,(pd)}(0, \chi\theta_{p})$ .




Yoshida’s conjecture $p$ . $F=\mathrm{Q},.K=\mathrm{Q}((_{m}),$ $(p,m)=1$
. $\zeta_{m}$ 1 $m$ . .
(5.1) $\Omega_{p_{\sim}}^{K}(.\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}, \tau)\sim\exp_{p}(\sum_{\chi}\frac{-\chi(\dot{\tau})}{[K\cdot \mathrm{Q}]}.\frac{L_{p}’(0,\chi\theta_{p})}{L(0,\chi)}.)$ .
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$\chi$ odd Dirichlet characters modulo $m$ , $\Omega_{p}^{I\mathrm{f}}$ Ogus [9] $p$
CM-period symbol l $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}$ . $L_{p}$ Kubota-.Leopoldt $p$
$L$ , $\sigma_{p}$ $\mathrm{G}\mathrm{a}1(K^{\mathrm{I}}/F)$ $\zeta_{m}\mapsto\zeta_{m}^{p}$ ,
$|$
$\exp_{p}$ ( ) $p$
. $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{u}\wedge$ ction , ( $p$
$C_{-}\mathrm{M}_{-}.-.\mathrm{p}.\mathrm{e}.\underline{\mathrm{r}}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}$ ) ffi .
5.2 the order at $s=\mathrm{O}$ of padic L-functions
$K/F$ abelian , conductor $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}$ . $\cdot$ $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}$ $p$ ,
$\mathrm{f}=\mathrm{f}_{0}*\prod_{\mathfrak{p}1(p)}\mathfrak{p}$ . $\chi$ conductor $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}$ primitive, odd character ,
.
(5.2) $L_{p,\int}(s, \chi\theta_{p})$ $s=0$ order $=\#\{\mathfrak{p}|(p)|\chi. (\mathfrak{p}).=1\}$.
.
(5.3) $L_{p,\int}(s, \chi\theta_{p})$ $s=0$ order $=0\Leftrightarrow\#\{\mathfrak{p}|(p). |\chi(\mathfrak{p})=1\}=0$ .
Theorem 11 , .
(5.4) $L_{p,\int}(s, \chi\theta_{p})$ $s=0$ order $\geq 2\Leftarrow\#\{\mathfrak{p}|(p)|\chi(\mathfrak{p})=1\}\geq 2$.
.
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